
Accessible Research Summary 

By Gemma Budge, Trainee Clinical Psychologist, Annie Mitchell, Research 

Supervisor and members of the Bridge Collective. 

 

Particular thanks for Terry Rampling and Patrick Down who helped make 

sense of the research data. 

Introduction 

Gemma wanted to do some research with Bridge Collective as part of her training as 

a clinical psychologist. Gemma asked Bridge Collective participants what they would 

like the research to be about. At a community meeting in 2015 participants decided 

they would like the research to find out how the democratic way of working at the 

Bridge Collective affects people’s wellbeing. 

 

The democratic way of working at the Bridge Collective means that everyone can 

have a say in what happens and vote on the running of the Bridge Collective. It also 

means that participants get information about the way the Bridge Collective works. It 

also means that participants can be elected to take on new roles with more 

responsibilities, like becoming a volunteer or director. The democratic way of 

working also means that the Bridge Collective has values like everyone being equal 

and everyone has the freedom to say what they think is best. 

 

What Gemma Did 

Gemma ran two focus groups and nine people at the Bridge Collective came. 

Gemma interviewed two Bridge Collective, and five professionals who have worked 



with the Bridge Collective. Gemma interviewed 7 people in total.  

 

At the interviews and focus groups Gemma asked people questions about the 

democratic processes at the Bridge Collective. Gemma recorded and wrote down 

what people said at the focus groups and interviews. 

 

At a community meeting participants also selected 3 documents for Gemma to use 

in the research. They were “How the Bridge Collective Works”, “Creating a 

Community”, which was an article for Asylum Magazine and “Gathering Views of the 

Bridge Collective: Survey December 2015”. 

 

Gemma looked at all of the information she had been given and went through it all 

looking for patterns in what people had said. The method of analysis is called 

thematic analysis. Terry and Patrick worked with Gemma to make sense of the 

information from the focus groups. 

 

Results of the Research 

Gemma found three main themes from the information she had been given. These 

themes each say something about the impact of the Bridge Collective’s democratic 

processes on participant’s wellbeing. You can see these three themes below in the 

ovals. Within each theme there are subthemes, which are smaller parts that make 

up the big theme. The subthemes are in rectangles. Below the diagram of the 

themes you can find a description of each theme. 
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Relationships: Support and Interpersonal Challenge 

This theme describes how participants have developed relationships in which they 

feel supported and listened to. These relationships contribute to their wellbeing and 

also to the sense of collective wellbeing in the community. This collective wellbeing 

involves people looking after each other and pulling together at difficult times. This 

theme also talks about how people may feel hurt or unsettled at times of conflict. 

They may also find themselves learning from this conflict. 

 

Responsibility of Involvement: Empowerment and Burden 

This theme describes how participants can benefit from participating in the Bridge 

Collective’s participatory processes. Having a say and getting involved in things can 

give people more confidence and control. Participants may find that getting more 

involved is a sign of them feeling well. However, sometimes people can feel 

stressed and overwhelmed by being involved in the Bridge Collective’s participatory 

processes. They may wish other people would get more involved to share the work 

out. 

 

Sharing Power: Choice and the Limits of Inclusion  

This theme describes how participants can benefit from choosing how much they 

get involved in the Bridge Collective’s democratic processes. This means people are 

given equal opportunities and it allows them to do things in the way that works best 

for them. Sometimes it can be difficult to include people in the democratic process 

when they don’t speak or don’t like meetings. It can also be hard for some people to 

take on roles with more power, like being a director, even if they would like to. 



 What Gemma plans to do next 

Gemma is still working on her research and will be finishing her longer report at the 

end of June. Gemma would really like to hear what you think about these themes. 

You can tell Gemma what you think about them at the research feedback meeting 

today or contact her on the contact details attached to this report. 


